Resource Allocation during an Influenza Pandemic

To the Editor: Considerable progress has been made in the United Kingdom to prepare for an influenza pandemic. After public consultation, an updated national framework (1) was recently published, along with new guidance on ethics (2), surge capacity, and clinical prioritization (3).

As Paranthaman et al. pointed out (4), difficult ethical choices must be made during a pandemic. Therefore, the UK Committee on Ethical Aspects of Pandemic Influenza published the ethical framework (2) designed to assist with and support the ethical aspects of policy and clinical decision making during and after an influenza pandemic. The fundamental principle underpinning the ethical framework is equal concern and respect, and it is expected that this principle, supported by 7 others listed in the guidance, will be used by clinicians, managers, and healthcare planners to develop policies on clinical issues for use during a pandemic. It is recognized and acknowledged within the document that the weight of a given principle will vary according to the circumstance.

Equally relevant is the interim guidance on surge capacity and prioritization in health services (3), which sets out a framework for the health service response in the United Kingdom during a pandemic and which advocates the wider use of the clinical triage criteria described for critical care by Christian et al (5). The proposed use of clinical triage at the primary care/secondary care interface starts to address the issue raised by Paranthaman et al. of who should be admitted to a hospital. This guidance expands early UK guidelines on the management of influenza-like illness during a pandemic.

We agree with Paranthaman et al. that early surveillance data are needed to rapidly inform clinical care guidelines in a pandemic. Therefore, efforts are ongoing to increase the resilience of health surveillance data gathering systems in the United Kingdom and to develop clinical systems for specific use during a pandemic. At the onset of a pandemic, it is intended that data will be gathered on the first few hundred patients by using a modification of the Web-based avian influenza management system of the Health Protection Agency. These data will provide important virologic and epidemiologic information to characterize the pandemic virus and inform modeling assumptions to validate “now casting” or real-time mathematical models (6) being developed in the United Kingdom and Europe to estimate the likely spread and impact of the pandemic. Furthermore, pilot projects are in preparation to develop clinical data collection systems in secondary care to assess treatments and outcomes during a pandemic.

In conclusion, contingency decisions outside normal patient pathways will be needed; the UK guidance, based on current knowledge and understanding, will help clinicians make difficult decisions on patient prioritization, plan surge capacity, build resilience into existing surveillance systems, and develop new systems that seek to inform the best use of resources to deliver optimal clinical care during an influenza pandemic. These decisions will be revised and modified to reflect new developments in the science.
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In Response: We are grateful to Phin and Davies for providing an update on the pandemic flu planning situation in the United Kingdom (1) after publication of our letter (2). We agree with their emphasis that pandemic planning in the United Kingdom is in
many regards well developed in comparison with other countries. Many of the updates that they describe provide useful contributions but the final version of UK ethical guidance is more a general statement of principles than a practical guide. Unfortunately, it has pulled back from some of the more definite statements in the earlier consultation documents available at the time of our letter.

An important need for practical guidance for frontline and managerial staff on the ethical aspects of pandemic response remains as a gap in the United Kingdom and elsewhere. For critical care, a useful recent contribution is the report produced by the Task Force on Mass Critical Care, especially the framework for allocation of scarce resources in mass critical care (3). The shift away from pandemic influenza—specific criteria to a more generic framework for resource allocation that can compare patients with pandemic influenza and those with other usual noninfluenza conditions is welcome. Similar practical approaches outside the critical care area are important priorities for work in pandemic preparedness. In addition, systems must be in place for rapid modification and communication of the criteria for referral and admission, taking into account the severity of the pandemic and availability of healthcare resources. Healthcare services must not only be transparent and fair in this process, they must also be seen by the public as being so. Engagement with the public on values and principles underlying resource allocation would be of paramount importance during a pandemic.
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